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.HOMECOMING -1948
Spartan-St. Mary’s Game Will Highlight
This Week’s Alumni Reunion Festivities
By CARL UNDERWOOD
The favored St. Mary’s Gaels will gallop onto
the Spartan Stadium turf at 8 o’clock Friday night
where they tangle with San Jose State’s CCAA
champs in the Spartans’ Homecoming and final
local game of the 1948 season. The Moragamen
touches on their
put the finish
schedule with this clash, but San
Jose still has one contest remaining in Mexico City Dec. 4 with
the University of Mexico.

By ROGER FREEBERG
Friday’s Homecoming schedule will afford a full
day of opportunities for alumni to renew acquaintances with each other, the campus, campus’ organizations, and football team, according to officials
of the Alumni association.

Gaynelle Miller Is
Guest Of Honor At
Homecoming Dance

For the Golden Raiders, win"Love that kiss," Merle Knox seems to be saying as he receives ners in eight straight starts after
his reward from Homecoming Queen Gaynelle Miller. The turkey is the disasterous Stanford and NeMoto by Jack Haddon. vada defeats in the opening games
also part of his winnings.
of the year, this is another big
Homecoming Queen Gaynelle
chance. If the Spartans can knock
off St. Mary’s, they will have Miller will be guest of honor at
taken a long step toward that the after-game Homecoming dance
seemingly distant goalthe big Friday night at the Civic auditorium, Miss Darlene Dewey, pubtime.
licity chairman of the Social Affairs committee, announced yesGaels be Tough
The Gaels hate won but thrice terday.
in nine games this fall, but brightAdmission is free to SJS ASB
Merle Knox yesterday became the first two-time winner of the ened their nationally known name card
holders, Alumni association
annual Turkey Trot, and came within 11.1 seconds of tying the all-time several times by giving such top members, and St. Mary’s college
record he set last year. Knox, finishing the three-mile run in 15:51.6, teams as California, Oregon, Santa students.
Clara, and Boston college rough
Music will be furnished by
overcame a 50-yard handicap given Seward Chapman, who ran afternoons before finally being deHoward Fredric and his orchestra,
second, and 11.2 seconds behind.
feated.
a San Francisco group. Dancing
Marion Day, running with a 30"Both oriaglia @humid be high will be from 10 p.m. until 1 tun.
yard leact_from scratch, grabbed
for this one,".4 the dhay Spartan There will be a program leatur
thiir piEW-Mine ’Ben Mater, enHeadman BIB fitibhard looks at ing entertainment, she said.
the
from
lead
110-yard
joying a
the coming battle. "San Jose
Dance committee chairmen are:
start, ran fourth.
naturally will be fired up since
decorations, Eula Laughton; pawe
have another crack at a big
Mike Ritema, boxing team memtrons, Pat Gardiner. The event is
name team, and hope to show
ber, was awarded the first place
sponsored by the Social Affairs
everyone we can stand up to
"organization pr iz e," finishing
committee.
this test," are Hubbard’s, as
fifth. Art Brickey, reputed to be
well as all the coaches’ and
the "most improved" man on the
players’ sentiments.
harrier squad, ran sixth to surTHE SCHEDULE FOR
prise even his ardent backers.
"I also think St. Mary’s will be
FRIDAY, NOV. 26
high
since
they
have
been
playA crowd of approximately
ing inspired ball most of the year
Judging of decorated houses
1000 persons witnessed the
but still have lost six games. "It and presentation of trophy to
start, as Dean of Men, Paul
seems to me they’ll definitely be winner.
Pitman, serving in his annual
out to dump our CCAA champs
capacity, and attired in his
10:30 a.m.: Opening of alumni
in their final game," Hubbard
"trusty topper," fired the startheadquarters at Hotel St. Claire.
explained.
ing gun.
1:00 p.m.: Luncheon-conferSan Jose, however, should be
Dore Purdy, pre -race favorite
ence, Spartan room, Hotel St.
perfect
physical
(and
almost
In
did not run because he has had
discounting Claire.
condition,
mental)
an attack of flu, according to
several minor bumps and bruises
8:00 p.m.: Football game.
Winter, track mentor.
"Bud"
always to be found on any team. Crowning of Homecoming queen
"Woody" Linn, who had been
Captain Billy Parton, regular left will take place just before kickgiven a handicap to Spartan stahalfback, and sub Mary Johnson off.
dium, failed to show. Whether
are definitely out. Although ParLinn entered the event or not
11:00 p.m.: After game dance,
ton suited up for practice Mon- Civic auditorium.
will remain a mystery, because
day and recently was pronounced
there were not enough officials
fit by the doctors, the coaches
to watch the entire course. A
Off to a fast start, Merte Knox, don’t want to take the chance of
rumor had it that Linn may have
been way-laid by an ice cream finished the three-mile Turkey a serious injury if he played.
bar.
Trot in 15:51.6.
Bondietti Returns
Photo by Jack Haddon.
Homecoming Queen Gaynelle
Vico Bondietti, whose bad leg
Miller awarded the choice prizes,
has kept him out of the past sevConsisting of a turkey, a goose, a
eral games, will return to the left
duck, a chicken and a dozen
guard spot to help Joe Juliano out.
(grade "A") eggs. Knox spirited
Remaining Spartan linesmen and
the bird away to his waiting wife,
Sixteen campus organizations
backs are ready for an all out
who had issued orders to the efhave entered their houses in the
effort.
fect that "he had better bring
competition being held in conjunchome the ’bacon,’ or else!" Along
tion with Friday’s Homecoming,
with the gobbler, Knox received
it was learned yesterday.
the traditional kiss, a well -placed
The organizations entered in
Associated students and faculty
smack on his cheek. Knox being a
the house decorating contest are
married man and father, reported- members will have until Friday
Alpha Chi Omega, 266 S. Seventh
ly distracted the queen from her noon to pick up St. Mary’s footLed by Homecoming Queen street; Alpha Omicron Pi, 408 S.
original target (the proper place ball tickets In the Graduate Man- Gaynelle Miller, the big parade Eighth street; Alpha Phi, 454 E.
ager’s office, according to Mrs. through downtown San Jose last
for a peck).
San Antonio street; Delta Upsilon,
Lee Stuck.
night was a complete success. The 294 S. Eighth street, Kappa Alpha,
A pre-race parade failed to maNo one will be allowed to go queen, who rode on the Associated 506 S. Ninth street; Chi Omega,
terialize and was explained by
Dan Week, Phi Sigma Kappa through the gates without a Students float atop a white 435 S. Sixth street; Delta Gamma,
Turkey Trot committee chairman: ticket, Mrs. Stuck said. Sections throne, was dressed entirely in 360 E. Reed street; Delta Theta
"Everything went wrong except I, J, and K will be reserved for white, with rhinestone accessories. Omega, 802 S. Third street; GamRepresenting the Alumni asso- ma Phi Beta, 470 S. 11th street;
’ the running of the race. The queen persons wearing white. All other
Misunderstood the location of the sections are reserved to the seat ciation on its float were Robert Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 201 S.
start of the parade, the jeep we and the section designated on the Schulenberg and Mary Hooten. Eighth street; Sigma Kappa, 168
The many floats and marching S. 11th street; Theta Chi, 253 S.
planned to use had a flat, the pep ticket.
Persons who have ordered tick- figures paraded through the main Eighth street; Theta Mu Sigma,
band didn’t show up, but the
committee and the Phi Sig pledges ets on sale to the general public part of San Joie, and ended in 191 S. 10th street; Kappa Alpha
did their best to make it up. In will have until noon today to pick the inner quad, where a rally was Theta, 184 S. 11th street, and the
spite of that, I’m happy, we final-, them up in the Graduate Man- held to build up spirit for the Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth
forthcoming game with St. Mary’s. and San Fernando streets.
ager’s office.
ly obtained a goose."

Knox Wins Turkey Trot;
First Two -Time Winner

Students, Faculty
Have Until Friday
To Pick Up Ducats

Sixteen Houses In
Decorating Contest
For Homecoming

Students March
Through San Jose

Beginning at 10:50 Friday,
activities of Old Grads will start
with the opening of a reception
room for alumni at the Hotel
Saint Claire. Members of the
P.E. coaching staff and Alumni
association executive board will
serve as members of the Reception committee.
The reception room will be
open all day, and pom-pons, college calendars, luncheon tickets,
and alumni membership Will be
on sale there, alumni officers said.
At 10:30, the judging of campus
organization houses will take
place. The judges who will award
the plaque to the winning organization include Mayor Paul Watson of San Jose; George Byers,
head window decorator at Roos
Bros.; John Fulling, head window
decorator at Blurn’s department
store, and Bob Schulenberg, representing the Alumni association.
At 1, the alumni conferaatur
Inaohoon MB commas in the
Spartan room of the Hotel Ws*
Claire. Bob Schuienberg, proident of the Alumni associatiois,
will
Weans,
strom,
presid
of the assoda .n, will be
of
the
dirithose, to
sent as
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udents’
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nag
:
warded
An "Alumnus of the Year" will
be named at the conference luncheon. He will be awarded a
plaquethe first of such annual
awardswhich will designate him
as the SJS graduate who has done
the most to enhance the ’Prestige
of the college and its alumni’durlng the past year, it was said.
The event will also see the formation of an advisery council
which will aid the Alumni association executive board, performing
the functions of a "booster" organization to the alumni group
and the college.
The evening’s activities will
begin at 7:45 in Spartan stadium. At that time Homecoming
Queen Geynelle Miller will be
crowned. Harr y Hardhnan, former Spartan football ace and
vice-president of the Alumni association, will make the Presentation.
Grads Will See Stunts
The block of seats reserved for
alumni members at the stadium
will be directly across from
Sparta’s rooting section, affording old grads the best possible
aspect of the card and vocal stunts
of the rooters.
Following the game, alumni and
students will adjourn to the Civic
auditorium to round out the day
with dancing until 1 arm, according to the plans of the alumni
group.
Radio station KEEN, in special
broadcasts, will cover the conference-luncheon and the crowning
of the Homecoming queen.
guess
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Pres. Tom Wall
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A.S.B. Cards
Are Privilege

Save Energy
For Studying

:t has recently been brought to
the attention of the student.government that some students are
transferring their student body
privileges to people who are not

I didn’t know about the card
playing difficulty until I read in
the Daily about the action of the
Union Board, From our experience in form’er years, I find myFarming people throughout the United States have been
busy this falL They have reported a bumper harvest to add
to already bulging graneries and stockyards.
In the mid-west, countless acres of golden-crested
wheat, billow and wave in a restless autumn air. The largest
sea of grain in the world. Many million head of cattle dot
the plains of the southwest. The corn grows high in
Nebraska and Iowa.
To coin a phrase, "We never had it so good."
Elsewhere, throughout the world, the picture is not
quite so pretty.
In China there is little to be thankful for. Untold
millions of poverty stricken Chinese refugees swarm aimlessly like ants in and about trapped and encircled cities.
A bowl of rice for tomorrow? Perhaps . . . more likely
nothing.
In Europe thousands of German children wait each day
at Berlin airstrips, watching the endless life line of planes
land and take off, transporting food, coal and hope to a
starving people.

self quite in sympathy with the
Board’s action.
It seems hardly reasonable
that college students should
spend time here on the campus
Some physical
playing cards.
activity is necessary, but card
playing requires a mental effort,
and that should be conserved
for study.

In America, we have a land of plenty. A land where
families who cannot afford 90 Gents a pound for turkey,
may have many other foods to choose from. It’s a land in
which we can thank God we have the chance to live.
We can well afford Thanksgiving Day.
SPARTAN DAILY STAFF

It Is a known fact that some
students "scalped" at the C.O.P.
game. Further, it has become
quite common to see elderly
ladles and gentlemen attending
college functions with a student
body card.

Our plant has now a valuation
of perhaps fifteen million dollars,
and it is costing the State more
than fourteen, thousand dollars a
day to run it. That’s a lot of
money for your parents and other
taxpayers to dig up. I make no
apology to anyone when I insist
that we make full use of our
laboratories,
studios,
libraries,
shops and classrooms.
Evidently there is some confusion about the Union. When I
asked the Legislature for the
money to buy the property (and
it took years to get it), I
stressed the point that we
wanted a quiet place where students could go between classes,
and where they would take their
parents and friends when they
I hesitate to
came to visit.
think what
the
lawmakers
would have said if I had mentioned card playing.
Yes, of
course, our legislators themselves play cards, but never in
the Capitol.

Card Playing In Student Union Ceases;
’Sharps’ Await Board Reconsideration

More and more people are encroaching on the privileges In
our organization. This reduces
the sale of cards and will force
curtailment of the activities of
the Spartan Daily, Social Affairs, Rally Committee, Marching Band, and other function,.

A.S.B. CARDS REQUIRED
OR ST. MARY’S GAME

PRESIDENT MacQUARRIE’S
THANKSGIVING MESSAGE

Spartan Daily

We realize that the price
charged at our athletic contests is
extremely high for any of our students who wish to bring a guest,
but it is a price set by the C.C.A.A. If it is at all possible, our
students should be allowed to purchase one ticket for a guest for
any of our functions at a lower
price. However, such a program
could not go into effect until next
year.

Speaking on behalf of the student government, it is indeed regretful that there are so man’
students on our campus who r.o .tplain when their individual nleasures are curtailed and cornoleteh
ignore the fact that the welfare
of the A.S.B. is not the pro’)IcIn
of the Council alone.
P.S.--A.S.B. cards, tickets. an,’
means of identification will be required at the St. Mary’s game
Friday.

There is some talk about P referendum. If a majority of our
whole student body believe we
should use the Union for cards,
I might be swayed. but "’d have
to think of what the publicity
would 4p to our budget. We are
quit, in. the limelight, folks, and
rightly so. The College is a place
for work. There must be no mis- 1
take about that.

The little son of one of our faculty members, some years ago,
was out on the ocean in a storm
and in a rather small boat. He
and other members of the group
were much concerned. Finally the
storm subsided, and the sun came
out. The little fellow went to the
porthole, looking up, said, "Thank
you, God."
I hope all of you may have a
pleasant Thanksgiving interim.
And some time when you are all
alone with your youth, your good
health and your plans for the future, take out a moment to lift
your eyes upward and say, "Thank
you, God."

members of the A.S.B. This is a
direct violation of the A.S.B. constitution.
Your A.S.B. card is a privilege
offered to you as an individual to
attend any function, either free or
for a small fee, during the year
Its only guarantee is admission to
any function which you personally
choose to attend.

Shown above are a group of card players affected by the receht ruling of the Student Union board
prohibiting card playing in the Union. The players are (left to right), George Stratton, June Conner, SW
Pinkston, and Fred "Bulldog" Lindsay. The petition circulated by the players is seen on the table in the
,,1Photo by ltay Hasse.
foreground.
With the decision of the Student Council Monday night to
recommend to the Student Union
board that the board permit card
playing in a part of the Student
Union, any immediate action on
the question has been postponed
until after the next meeting of
the board.

The problem was suddenly
brought to a head last week with
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE the announcement by the board
that all card playing in the Union
Gief’-e-J as second class matter AiiiZ
1134, at San Jose, California, under the would cease. The announcement
1171.
I.
act of March
met with immediate disapproval
Full lased wire sereke of United Press
of habitues of the Union, most of
Corn1:441
Mother
Globs,
PreIS Ca Hut
1445 South First Sheaf, Sok Jose, California whom were perennial card playAiember, California Newspaper Poblishori ers. A symposium conducted by
Association
the Spartan Daily indicated that

the majority of the students on
campus were opposed to the ban.
They felt that the prerogatives of
the students were usurped by a
non -representative board.
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie said
that he was wholly behind the
board in its action. He said that
card playing inevitably leads to
gambling which cannot be tolerated on campus. Another point
brought out by Dr. MacQuarrie
was that he could not understand why students would care
to waste their time playing
cards when thousands of dollars
worth of educational equipment
Is available for student use.
The board gave as its reasons

for prohibiting card playing the
facts that the furniture in the
Union was being injured by the
card players, and that the card
players were moving the furniture
in the Union. Another, and perhaps the board’s most important
point was it felt that the Union
was being monopolized by a minority of the students. The board
feels that the Union is supposed
to be a place for rest and recreation, and for students to take
friends, or conduct business.
Next meeting of the Student
Union board will be Nov. 30, at
which time the recommendation
of the Couhcil will be taken under
consideration.

StlirlPnts planning to attend the
St. Mary’s game Friday night
,mist bring their student body
cards along with their tickets.
Those who possess student tickets
and no card will not be admitted
to the contest, Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, director of athletics, announced.today.
Extra ticket takers will bf on
hand to’svoid congestion with the
new check. "We’re Urea of being
cheated, and we intend to put a
stop to it," Hartranft said.

INFORMAL RECITAL
SCHEDULED TODAY
An informal recital will be presented by music students in room
M-108 from 12:30 to 1 p.m.
Wednesday, according to Eric
Peterson, faculty member in
charge.
"This is the first of three noon
recitals to be given by Music department students this quarter,"
*Mr. Peterson said. "All interested
students are ipvited, without
charge."

Payoff Under Pressure

By-laws pertaining to health
service benefits are being revised,
according to Tom Wall, student
body president.
Purpose of the revision is to
extend service to injured student
body members engaged in interfraternity activities off-campus.
At present, Wall said, injury serv:ce is limited to on-campus contests only.
The revised by-laws are ex meted to be completed and in
effect for the St. Mary’s -San Jose
State football game Friday.
To be eligible for compensation
for an injury the rules set up by
the Associated Student Body still
must be followed: the injured stuAfter being declared winner of th Lycur
gus cartoon contest, Al Johns (left) has a dent must hold a student body
hard time getting his award check from card and be registered as a reguMike Thomas and Bob McFadden. One of lar student. He must report his
the contest judges, Milton C. Lanyon, gives injury to the college Health office
Johns a helping hand.Photo by Del Carlo within 48 hours and must obtain
and pay for the proper medical
services. The injured student may
present the receipts of the payment of bills to Miss Margaret
Twombly, Health department
head, as a claim for reimbursement.
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Tom Wall Says
Health Bylaws
Ready On Friday

’tyke’ To Hit Campus Stands Dec. 6
Loaded With Cartoons, Pictures
Lycurgus, the quarterly campus
magazine, will hit the stands and
booths on Dec. 6, announced Mike
Thomas, business manager, yesterday. "This quarter’s Lyke is
loaded with gags, cartoons, pictures, and all features that go
into the making of a great magazine," he stated.
Selling at 25 cents, Lycurgus
will be bigger and better than
any publication sold previously
on this campus, the business
manager promised.
He stated
that in addition to cartoons and
photographs, there will be featurized material written by
some of San Jose State’s top
talent. A "Letters to the Editor" department will be a new
innovation, and Thomas exclaimed, "Some of the letters
are dillies."
"Women students will be interested in the fashion section of
Lycurgus," he continued. "Under
the direction of Mary Price and
Barbara Price, the section will be
composed of Christmas holiday
ideas."

Berkeley Professor
Is Speaker At CSF
Dr. Ralph Hyslop, professor at
the Pacific School of Religion in
Berkeley, will speak to the CSF
Sunday at 7 p.m., according to
Patricia Burck, president. The
meeting will be in the First Congregational church, Third and E.
San Antonio streets.
"Professional Christian Leadership," will be the subject of Dr.
Hyslop’s talk.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE
1939 FORD COUPE: Radio,
spot, heatergood condition. $695.
140 N. 18threar, after 5 p.m.
SKI SUIT AND SHOES: Dark
navy blue suit, size 14, wool
gabardine, reversible zipper jacket,
beige lined. Shoes, size nine. Call
Bal. 6848-M.
1934 CHEV. MASTER: Good all
around condition. $250. 124 N.
15th street. Bal. 4863-W.
NEW SET BOBBY JONES
IRONS: Also three woods and
bag. Used twice. $120 value. Will
sacrifice for $65. Gilbert Sanchez,
221 S. Ninthrear.
MUSIC LOVERS: "I used to be
a 98-pound weakling. Now I’m a
99-pound weakling." Hire "THE
TOWNSMEN" for campus dance
dates. Bal. 4783.
LOST
BROWN WALLET WITH DESIGN: Margaret Fairclough.
Please return to Lost and Found.
NOTICE
Al 1ENTION ENGLISH MAJORS: Students intending to take
three-hour comprehensive examination this quarter must sign up
in English office not later than
Tuesday, Nov. 30.

"A double page burlesque on
the Campus Compass will bring
many a chuckle to students who
invest a quarter of a dollar for
good
entertainment,"
Thomas
said. Short short stories and satires will also augment the entertainment.
In addition to the cartoons of
Al Johns, the humorous drawings of Dave Wool, Bob McKenzie and Bob Frost will appear. These students were runners-up in the cartoon contest.
Thomas stated that the cartoon
cover with a. Christmas theme
is the work of Stan Bennet.

Vets: Check In B61
For Turkey Dinner
Veterans who signed up to attend the turkey dinner arranged
by Dr. William Hermanns are
urged to see him in B-61 by 2
p.m. today. Final information will
be supplied and location of the
feast revealed.
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Chief Justice Says Court Has Settled
Off-Campus Fraternity Advertising
The question of advertising by off-campus fraternities has /porn
satisfactorily settled to date, Tom Eddy, chief justice, announced
yesterday.
"There was recent misunderstanding by individuals and groups
on campus regarding the investigation of this question," Eddy explained.
"It is the Student Court’s responsibility to investigate’ and
prosecute these cases. This question has been entirely between the
Student Court and off-campus
Eddy emphainter -fraternity,"
sized.
The court recently announced
that the name of the fraternity

found guilty of violating the offcampus ruling was turned over to
the off-campus inter-fraternity
who will punish the offender, according to Eddy.
Previously the council requested
Mit- the court check on an offcampus fraternity that had been
advertising on-campus and at
football games.
A lot of nice, fat turkey gobblers would strut less if they
were able to see into the future.

SPARTANS!!
If your budget shows wear and tear,
And thoughts of Christmas bring dismay,
You need not frown with despair
Just read our offer for today.

20% DISCOUNT
TO ALL SPARTANS
on portraits taken from now until Dec. (l
ivening and Sunday appointments
at

ROBERT LAWS Salon of Photography
PORTRAITURE IN TAPESTRY
Parking at rear of building
Make this a personal Christmas
Col. 4745-W
288 Park A

"One of the best features about
the autumn quarter Lycurgus,"
Thomas pointed out, "is that these
will be more editorial content and
less advertising."
Booths will be located at various
places about. the campus or Dec. 6
Lycurgus may be purchased at
the booths in the administration
building, art wing, library arch,
industrial arts arch, science wing,
and behind the commerce wing
Thomas concluded.

Frosh To Nominate
Officers Tuesday
Nominations for four freshman
class offices will be held from
11:30 to 12:30 in the Morris Dailey
audi,torium, Tuesday, Nov. 30, according to Mr. Don Sevrens, freshman class advisor.
Officers to be nominated are
president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer.
Mr. Sevrens said that to be
eligible for nomination, the prospective candidate must be on clear
standing, and must not have completed more than 45 units of study
by the end of his freshman year.
"Any freshman who meets these
requirements may run for any one
of the freshman offices," Mr.
Sevrens said.
To be nominated for the office
sought, Mr. Sevrens said that the
nominee must be present at the
nomination assembly, and that he
must be nominated by another
freshman member of the class.

LOUNGE DRAPES made to order
in FORSTMANN FLANNEL

3

TAKE A HOLIDAY fling
in our country-cousin separates of corduroy paired
with candy-cane striped wool
iersey, turtle-neck pull-over.
10-18. Lee McMahon modelling.
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CELEBRATING OUR FIRST ANNWERSARY

Is This Art?

Barbering is!

GAELS-SJS MEET
Capacity Homecoming Cro

Barbering, like painting, requires
the work of an artist. You
are never in doubt about
a work of art at . . .

SAN JOSE STA1
--Vs.
ST. MARY’S (

FRANK TR.APANI’S

ESQUIRE BARBER SHOP
36W. San Fernando
Sportsman’s Cantor

Phon Col. 437-W
For Appointment

Spartan Stadiun
Probable Attenda

1

TFtC ESQUIRE DEN
1,

TALKIN’ TURKEY?
No gObbling at the Den tomorrow. Joe’s closed. Neat
eatin’ starts again on Friday.
Munch lunch at . . .
36 W. SAN FERNANDO

PROBABLE STARTIN
SAN JOSE
43 Stein
4..
54 Dow
33 Juliano
35 Pifferini
34 Harding
55 Faulk
58 Sophia
61 Hughes
24 Schemmel
39 Donaldson
48 Mangini

TAILORED
to a ’T’
U.10%110910
wools and
gabardines.
Many foxturs- and
colors.

Pos.
LER...
LTR....
LGR....
C

REL...
LHR
RHL .

SAN JOSE
SQUAD LI

IT’S ARCHIE’S . . .
Joe Garofalo’s

for tasty, tantalizing STEAKS!!

ST. CLAIRE CLOTHING SHOP
74 West San Carlos

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

Columbia 37

545 South Second Street
Ballard 11099

Yens/anises
!Very string
and holds ,t
without .is
or pie s.

To this week’s Football Contest Winner
goes two free dinners.

TENNIS

jiv;n9 No/der
One turn of
airing ../1
hat d
fre
Straight Purr.

For
Tenn,s SfvoM
Ina Clarm.nr/bn
retkets.

"Meet you at Dave’s"

SUNNYLAND
FOUNTAIN

7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
* Open to Midnight Game Night

BREAKFAST
LUNCHES
A LA CARTE DINNERS
SHORT ORDERS

Apphect

on our
HYDRAULIC
MACHINE

REPAIRS WHILE
YOU WAIT
Balls (can) 1.59, Shoes 2.95 up
Presses .75, T-Shirts .85

SPECIAL! 5.95
CORTLAND AUTOGRAPH
NYLON STRUNG
FRAME
Reg. 7.50 frame & 4.00 String Job

ACROSS FROM WOMEN’S GYM
7th AND SAN CARLOS STREETS

GORDON’S

POORPT
L

I 21(BEet..S3arnd Faernan) do

40
41
42
43
46
46
47
48
49
60
61
62
53
64
66
56
68

Martin,
Money’, q
Posh.,
Stein,
Reeves, g
Wiemers, g
Hovig, g
Mangini, h
Morgan,
Edminsier,
Fishor, D., g
Keen.,
Ago.. t
Dow, t
Faulk, t
O’Meara, Is
Sophia,
1

2

SPARTANS
GAELS

RESTRUNG

04ydrou/;,- Cy/
o
smog"
ileody Pui
no mOher how
sudden Asolpedal is releo sed

51"(Ioors No
4.,/ (5
Sfrma

Parton, Is
Miondonse, Is
Sompronio, Is
Asher, W., Is
SchmmLh
Dambaelter, Is
Sensenbaugh, q
Johnson, M., Is
Comentina, Is
Russell, h
Moira’, q
Juliano, g
Harding, g
Pifferini, e
Valdastri, e
Finnegan, q
Donaldson,
Score

RACQUETS

P1.4,Cif
Scale
frenston - 041/
bearing.
51/ding weight
coliu %LT tens,on
frorn IS to 7010s.

20
21
22
23
24
26
26
27
28
29
32
33
34
36
36
38
39

ST. MARY’S C
SQUAD LI
63
411
6
22
41
2
39
7
19
10
30
8
54
12

Balzano, c
Beasley, g
Bell, Is
Bergamini, c
&advice, q
Byron, q
Cassara, h
Cor chiro, h
Doud, g
Duggsr, q
Fehrney, t
Hagler, h
Haffner, f
Harrington, c

58
33
33
23
4426
51
76
52
77
17
72
78
38

Hamilton, q
HO-finger, f
Jarvis, q
Johnson, J.,
Johnson,u p .a R., t
Kotowski,
Limp,
Lawlor,
Mapelli, I
McCauley, t
McGeehan,
McInorney, g
Osmundsen, t
Pterson,

ASK OUR CAMPUS

DICK O’D(
about

SEASON RECORDS

GOING
OF BUSINE

ST. MARY’S
32
O
0
20
33
13
19
7
7

LOYOLA
USF
CALIFORNIA
NEVADA
DENVER
OREGON
PORTLAND
SANTA CLARA
BOSTON COLLEGE

7
7
--IS
48
.........___L......22,
14

131
Won 3, Lost 6

o

I.
If
147

SAN JOSE STATE
20
O
20
61
47
43
14
21
21
41

STANFORD
NEVADA
PUGET SOUND
PEPPERDINE
CALIF. POLY
SANTA BARBARA
C. O. P.
BRIGHAM YOUNG
SAN DIEGO STATE
FRESNO STATE

288
Won 8, Lost 2

Flowers for her
the finest always

26
_39
7
6
7
13
7
6
13
6
130

Two convenient locations to serve you
22 E. SAN FERNANDO

1040 THE ALAMEDA

WATCH THURSDA
FOR THREE COLU
You will
Quality Merchandisi
You Will Be Plea

FLOWERS BY WIRE

Chas. C. Navlef Co.
(SINCE 1W

FLOWERS OF DISTINCTION

PARKER HA
94 South Second Street
"The SMART Store for

T IN FINALE FRIDAY
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MEET THE FAMOUS
FORTY-NINER

crowd Expected for Battle
STATE COLLEGE
Vs.
RY’S COLLEGE

A hod Rale olarool usiadork salt
OW we spolloolt awl ostrasar far
moos aaposoiro suns. Coaspora
with suits sales op to $15 mood
Skagkr mil double broads&

$49

Let’s Make It a Date!

TOPCOATS, TOO!
Chasse from coverts 4.111 ’mbarSoul It’s As fop velocities at
arrywhoor noir the pries. Slip owe
as. See for yourself!

Stadium. 8:00 p.m.
kftendance-18,000

$49

.E STARTING LINEUPS
Pos.
LER
LTR
LGR
.......C
RGL
RTL

ST. MARY’S
McGeehan
Mapelli
Sullivan
Harrington
Johnson
Kotowski
Jarvis
Sherman
Haffner
Bell

REL.

LHR.
RHL

Speeal! SLACKS
gaberslino slash hesatisol I. *very rosorsat with fibeito
.we., for as mush
Broom alai tam

17
52
75
12
48
45
51
3
14
54
5

$1165
BILL SWASEY
Campus Representative

LEON JACOBS
79 SO. FIRST ST.

after the game
Enjoy a Little Bowling
with
"DUFFY" PAIVA
at

JOSE STATE
SQUAD LIST
riin, t
’nevi, q
orsha,
sin,
’eves, g
%mem g
ovig, g
angini, h
organ,
iminstar,
shit., D., g
114Ino,

gas, f
ow,
sulk, t
’Mears, Is
sphia,

5

59 Bondietti, g
61 Hughes,q
62 Lindsey, f
63 Allen, f
65 Covey, c
66 Smith,
67 Voris, c
68 Lereari, g
70 Picchetti, g
71 Miller, t
73 Whiselehan, t
74 Lankas,
76 Bischoff, e
77 Silva,
79 Wilso ,
300 Linn, Is

Total

--IRINGING YOU ALL DIE FOOTIALL 11110ACICADS

JOSE BOWL
"Home of the Spartan Bowling Claims"
To the Football Contest WinnerI0 Free Garnes
172 W. SANTA CLARA
Bal. 8423

Visitors to San Jose for the
Homecoming and Big Game
Will receive a Cordial Welcome
at the

IkRY’S COLLEGE
SQUAD LIST
amilton, q
sittinger, f
q
)1inson, J.,
shnson, R., t
otowski,
Imp,
twlor,
t
cCaulsy, t
cGshan,
clnernisy, g
smundsen,
otersen,

44
49
74
24
46
73
14
75
18
25
32
21
50

Pflueger,
Piedmonts,
Read,
Russell,
Scudder, g
Shanks, t
Shrman, h
Sullivan, g
Tuitele, g
Vargas, g
Visbal, Is
Warmack, h
Williamson, t

DUTCH

MILL

CREAMERY
183 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.

SAN JOSE

Open Until 12

Enjoy an After the Game Snack
Coffee with:
Sandwiches
Pastry
Homemade Chili

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
No. 13th and Gish Rd.
FRI.-SAT., NOV. 26-27

So Evil My Love
Ray Milland, Ann Todd
Plus

O’DONNELL

SUN.-MON., NOV. 28-29

Road To Rio
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Dorothy Lamour
Plus
Michael Shayne, Detective

DUST BE MY DESTINY

LARCENY IN HER HEART

John Garfield

Hugh Beaumont

Or a Delicious Home Cooked Meal
IMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

Phone Col. 9414

TUES.-WED.-THURS., NOV. 30, DEC. 1-2

Three Courses:
Steaks, Chops

It Had To Be You

Special Dinners on Sundays

Ginger Rogers, Corns! Wilds
pus

&wired Dolly 5 fts

THREE ON A TICKET
Michael Slums, Defective

Football Contest Prize-6 Tickets to This Theatre

’bout our

ING OUT
;INESS SALE!

DAILY LUNCHEON

CONTEST OPEN TO ALL S.J.S. STUDENTS
Also An. Homemade Chil

IURSDAY’S MERCURY
COLUMN FULL AD
ou will find
rchandise at Low Prices
I Be Pleased To Pay

St

HATHAWAY
Columbia 9094

CT Store for SMART Men"

PICK THE SCOREWIN A PRIZE!

DONUTS and COFFEE

15
Donuts To Go I

This contest is open to all members of the student body. If you aro
the first to pick the correct score of tonight’s game (or pick fh closest
score) you will win the prizei offered by an advertiser on this page
today. So, put on your thinking caps, Spartans, and submit your entry
right away. Entries will be taken by a member of the Daily ad staff
located at the booth near the main entrance to the quad. Remember,
the sooner you submit your entry, the better your chance of winning.

Made Tond’r Fresh
Throe Times Daily
r–timirbigiihehrer

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP
125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

CLIP OUT THIS ENTRY BLANK
My guess on the score of the San Jose-St. Mary’s football game,
tonight, is: St. Mary’s

Sot Jose State....... ... .
A.S.B.

NAME
(Pleas Pried)

Entry No.

(Don’t fill in this space)
This entry must be in by 5 p.m. today

_

Seniors Stage Scintillating Overnight Soiree
Sore Backs, Games
Highlight Of Senior
Weekend Gathering

No matter what you are thinking you’re wrong. "Doc" Rhodes
demonstrates his scientific prowess as he coaches Bill Logan on the
fine art of removing an apple (hidden) from beneath the chin of
pretty Jo Ann Ellssen. Logan’s wife, Artie, watches objectively.

"If "I could have the Overnight
all over again, I would go right
backwe had that much fun," declared senior Bill Lo^an yesterday. Although many of the trekkers complained to him of sore
muscles,
their faces mirrored
pleasant memories while doing so,
he mused.
Cause of many of the sore ligaments were games like "steal the
bacon," in which sides attempted
to spirit a mythical chunk of the
rind back to their own territories.
Ginny Luke recalls that at one
time during the contest, Lois
Higgs found herself suspended in
mid-air as opposing teams attempted to bring home the "bacon" to win a point.
The little apple -passing contest
was extremely popular for obvious
reasons. The apple or any round,
small object is held firmly by the
chin and collar -bone and then
passed to a teammate’s identical
grip without using hands. About
20 seniors will attest that it is
deceptively easy, "but gosh," said
Janie Potter, "is it fun!"

Delivering a rhythmic beat to the chant "If You Get To Heaven"
are Lee Lisa, Class Secretary Joan Polek, and Prexy Bob Sampson.
In the background are Jean Kinney and ASB President Tom Wall.
Photo by Ray Hasse

Female Grid Picker Si Police Tag Cars
WinsShave,Haircut; In Reserved Spaces
Boy Friend Lucky! For Disabled Vets
The boy friend of Doris Sweet
is certainly a lucky man today.
Doris was the winner of the Spartan Daily’s grid picking contest.
She predicted that the score of
the Fresno State game would be
42 to 7 in the Spartans’ favor. The
final score was 41 to 6.
Doris wins two meals at the
Sunnyland Creamery, a shave and
a haircut at the Esquire and a
three dollar merchandise order at
Leon Jacobs. So it looks like the
bey friend will be clean shaven,
t)etter dressed and have a full
stomach.

Four automobiles parked at
Seventh and San Antonio streets
were tagged by San Jose police
Friday for being parked in spaces
reserved for disabled vets, according to Paul M. Pitman, dean of
men.
"It is assumed that everyone
attending San Jose State college
can read." Dean Pitman stated.
"These parking areas are plainly
marked. I’ll make it my business
to see that every car parked there
illegally is tagged."

Bentel Gives First
Of Lecture Series
Dwight Bentel, Journalism department
head,
presented
a
"Death Valley" talk to the San
Mateo Adult Center forum Monday evening at San Mateo Junior
college.
This was the first in a series of
three talks to the forum. "Indians
of the Southwest" will be the topic
next week.

CHANNING CLUB: Sunday,
7:30 p.m., Unitarian church, 160
N. Third street. Discussion topic:
"Is Peace of Mind Desirable?"
Anyone interested is invited!

YOU in Santa’s Pack

Students and Alumni
Have
Seniors on the overnight are caught as they figuratively snake the rafters in song. BM Logan rests
on the shoulder of Doc Rhodes as he "bazoos" a bass with the help of a gallon jug. On his left, Bruce
McNeil lifts a murky tenor voice on an unidentified melody. Spartan half back Steve O’Meara peers
between singer Betty Louthan and Adviser Dr. Alex McCallum.
Photo by Ray Hasse.

JUNIOR CLASS: Those selling
WSSF STEERING COMMITWAA BOWLING: Today, 3:30
to 5:30. All girls welcomed. San TEE: Monday, 8 p.m., room 24. corsages at the game meet in
Executive committee will meet at front of Student Union, 6:45 p.m.,
Jose Bowl.
Friday, Nov. 26.
INTER - FRATERNITY: Mon- 7:30.
day, 7 p.m., DTO house, 802 S.
Third.
Monday,
CLUB:
NEWMAN
7:30, Newman Hall.
STUDENT Y MEMBERS1EP
Our Modern Drive-In Plant
COMMITTEE: Today, 2:30, StuOffers perfection in Cleaning. Quality
dent Y lounge. Those interested in
and prompt Call and Delivery Service.
helping on this committee please
attend.
SOCIAL DANCE CLASSES:
(Both Mon. and Wed. night). Final
dance in Dec. will be formal.
"House of Personal Service
RADIO CLUB: No meeting tonight. Next meeting Dec. 1.
12TH AT SANTA CLARA
BALLARD 6547-W
CHI PI SIGMA: Today, 10:30
am., B-92.
SENIOR TEACHING CANDI
DATES: Must have Placement ofSTACKS AND STACKS OF
fice pictures taken at this time.
Picture to be taken in street
clothes only. See Miss Robinson
in Placement office for further
Info,
Glacd HAVE YOU TRIED
STUDENTS PLANNING STUFrosted
OUR TERRIFIC
DENT TEACHING WINTER
Plain
QUARTER: See Miss Robinson in
CHILI?
Placement office for clearance
DONUTS and
within two weeks.
COFFEE
ORCHESLS: No meeting today.
GAMMA PHI BETA BAZAAR:
Sat., Nov. 27, lobby of Hale Bros.,
First street, 9:30 to 5:30.
STUDENT Y LOUNGE RECREATION COMMITTEE: Today,
Made Tend’r Fresh Three Times Deily
4:30. All Student Y members interested in recreation please attend.
JUNIOR CLASS: Friday, Nov.
125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
26, 9 am., Student Union. All
Juniors to help make corsages.

"We Cater to Satisfied Customers"

WONDER CLEANERS

DONUTS "’"’

a nice

Thanksgiving vacation

and a successful Homecoming Day Celebration.
Good luck in the football game.

OTTO GALBRAITH
Men’s Wear

22 West San Antonio

Montgomery Hotel Bldg.

HAVE YOU TRIED PIZZA YET?
Delicious . . . Appetizing . . . Different

A Famous Italian Delicacy
Come to San Jose’s One and Only

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
CHOICE AMERICAN and ITALIAN DINNERS
292

South Maria? Shoat

Columbia 3443

This Christmas, Make
Your Own Christmas Cards!
IT’S FUN & EASY, TOO!

ARTISTS!

15

Speedball linoleum
tool sets

Donuts To Go!

SPARTAN DONUT SHOP

Oetwela color

kilns

1.00

I Portfolos

75c.

16x20 2.25
20x26

2.50

JUST TWO BLOCKS OFF CAMPUS

4,444006
_

VA RULING CURBS VETS Si State Professor State Delegates
CHANGING PROGRAMS Speaks To Group Hear Kitchen
Dec. I a new ruling will tentatively go into effect concerning
veterans switching from one program to another, the VA announced
recently.
The rule will be that vets enrolled in PL 346 cannot change to
PL 16 even though they have a
service-connected disability, until
they complete their course of
training and are declared rehabilitated.
However, Ryland Dempster, of
the sub-regional office, says that
346’s having service-connected
compensable disabilities who wish
to make the change should make
the application at the sub-regional
office, 439 S. First street, anyway,
and the VA will consider the case.

Engineering Course
To Supply Industry

Delta Nu Theta
Honors Pledges
Delta Nu Theta, home economics honor society, held initiation
services recently in rooms H34
and 36. Officers Gayle Quinn,
Shirley Anthony, and Alida Morse
presided.
Initiated were: Deloree Skocho, 011ie Mae Neal, Beverly
Rowley, June Winte r, Joyce
Jensen Campbell, and Dorothy
Pederson.
Faculty sponsors for the group
are: Miss Pauline Lynch and Miss
Maude Ashe, Home Economics department. Miss Jane Beattie, Dr.
Margaret Jones, and Miss Helen
Mignon, also of the Home Economics department, were guests at
the meeting.

Dr. Ralph Lutz, professor of
history and director of the Hoover
Wsr Memorial library at Stanford
university, was guest speaker at
the November meeting of San
Jose State college chapter of the
American Association of University Professors, according to Miss
Pauline Lynch of the Home Economics department, secretary of
the local group.
Dr. Lutz Is the national president of the association, and has
just returned from a national
executive board Committee
meeting.
The committee for the affair,
which was held in the Pompeiian
court at O’Brien’s, was composed
of Miss Gladys Nevenzel, Miss
Martha Thomas and Dr. Raymond
Mosher. Dr. Heber Sotzin is
chairman of the local chapter.

’Ground Gaels
Stickers Ready

Albers Researcher
Addresses CCF Group

Sainte Claire
Barber Shop

Chef Dell Says . . .

from $.715
HOT LUNCHEONS
from $.50
LIGHT LUNCHEONS
DINNERSincluding our Smorgasbord Table with
how $1.10
dozens of salads and relishes

CAFE CHALET
37 West San Carlos Street

L

Dr. Matthew F. Vassel, assistant professor of nature study, is
meeting with elementary teachers
of San Mateo to help outline a
program of science teaching. The
program is coordinated with a 15broadcast over
minute we
KSMO every Friday at 11:30 a.m.
This program was started last
year under the direction of John
Harville, who joined the college
faculty this year.

A choice of nationalities of
pen pals is offered, Miss Davis
said. Knowledge of a foreign
language is pot necessary because most foreign students can
read and write passable English.

Ex-Scribe Sends
Wire Messages

Dr. Matthew Vassel
Aids Science Teachers

AND

Across from St.. Claire Hotel

F

Market
A
RED AND WHITE
STORE

Ballard 7873

Librarians Attend
Regional Meeting
Miss Jeannette Vander Ploeg,
head cataloguer, and Mrs. Grace
London, library assistant, represented the library staff recently
at a meeting of the Northern
California Regional Group of Cataloguers held in Sacramento.

Campus Cops
Start Broom Fund

Applications for correspondence
exchange with students in foreign
countries have been received by
the World Student Service Fund
committee here, Helen Davis of
the WSSF executive committee,
said Frida y. Applications are
available in the Student Y lounge.

Applications can be sent to the
Practical members of the Police World Student Service Fund at
school have started a growing its regional office, 715 S. Hope
fund to provide for shoe polish, street, Los Angeles, or directly to
whisk brooms, and sewing equip- International Student Service, 13
ment in the school’s squad room. Rue Calvin, Geneva, Switzerland.
Miss Ruth Marsh, department Forms sent directly to Geneva
secretary, recalled a time when will receive a quicker reply, Miss
one of the police students bustled Davis said, and a nine -cent stamp
around while sewing his sergeant’s is required for postage.
stripes on his shirt sleeve. Shoes
are kept shining brightly and uniThat certain someSending messages all over the forms neat with such necessary
one is very con
world is the present job of Paul implements on hand.
scious of ’your
von Hafften, a June ’48 graduate
personal appearof the San Jose State college
ance. Yeseven
Some folks seem to think they
Journalism department.
at a football
can eat their cake and have yours
Von Hafften_employed by the
game. Let your
too.
Mackay Radio company in San
hair help you help
your appearance.
Francisco as a traffic clerk, was
Drop in today at
sports and wire editor for the
BIGGEST CUP OF COFFEE
Spartan Daily last year. He was
IN TOWN
HOTEL
on campus Friday and visited with
4atilliti
friends in the publications office.
NORD’S 50 NORD’S
After receiving an A.B. deHenry Steiling
gree here, Von Hafften attended
105 East San Fernando
Hotel Ste. Clain,
and boys
Stanford university’s summer
Niemen.
session to take post-graduate
courses in social science.
He plans to return Friday for
the SJS-St. Mary’s football contest. He also expresed hope to
Dinners & Lunches at Cafe Chlet
become active in the Alumni assoLeave you refreshed, contented and gay!
ciation in San Jose.

"The new $3,000,000 General
Electric plant is the type if industry for which the San Jose
State Engineering department is
planning to supply technically
trained personnel," said Dr. Ralph
J. Smith, head of the engineering
department, recently.
"Our Production Engineering
program is directed toward employment in manufacturing indusEta Mu Pi, national honorary
try rather than research and development laboratories," said Dr. merchandising fraternity, held an
informal initiation recently at 890
Smith.
Asbury street, President Francis
Douglas said yesterday.
Douglas presided over the initiation of new members Joyce Bingham, Wayne Davis, Don Lewis,
Walt Maus, Philip Nolan, Robert
"Ground the Gaels" windshield Rowley, Donald Akin, Ray Humstickers are available today in the mel, Clara Jacobson, John Leijon,
Spartan Shop, announces Doran Morton Marks, Earl Norris, PatNeilsen, inter-fraternity council ricia O’Brien, and Hal Vreeberg.
chairman.
"As this is the last game of the
season for the Golden Horde
let’s get as many as possible of
Thanksgiving might be a hapthose stickers around," said NeilDr. Wilbur Claus, head research
sen.
chemist at Albers Milling Co. in pier occasion for some folks if it
Oakland, addressed CCF recently, came before instead of after the
election.
according to Bob Bayliss.

Eta Mu Pi Frat
Holds Initiation

Four State students heard Wilmer J. Kitchen, national WSSF
executive, speak on world conditions and the work of WSSF at
Stanford university recently. He
hds just returned from a trip
around the world, studying the
work of WSSF abroad.
WSSF students from San Jose
State attending the special meeting at Stanford were Marsh Pitman, Barbara Barr, Marian Bell,
and Helen Davis.

WSSF Starts Plan 1
For Pen Friends
1
Throughout World

Thirst for Refreshment
Relishes Ice-Cold Coke

Sixth and William
2 Blocks off Campus

FREE DELIVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY

Husband Never Leaves
Talks About Blonde
SAN FRANCISCO. - - (UP)
A worried reader wrote a local
lovelorn columnist today that her
husband "Never leaves me at
night and he gives me all of his
money."
But, the reader complained, "He
talks in his sleep and talks of a
beautiful blonde."

It’s
American

HOLIDAY
An Adventure in
Good Smoking

5, .,,..
,. . .
th
ire

The Sweetheart -of- Good Health*

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
American

Dairy Products

17th and Santa Clara

Ask for it either way.... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
ROTTU!D UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-C.0a COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANYSAN JOSE, CALIF.
0 1941, The Cco-Cele Caws,
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Mothers’ Club 8 SPARTAN
’Fein’ Touch Holiday, Summer Weddings
For Theta Mus Planned By Campus Couples

THE Social Swirl

a

Zither Saturday night honored
Mrs. M. B. Holeznan
San Jose
the 4palr.
was elected president of the newThe -Federated church of Saraly organized Theta Mu Sigma
The future Mrs. Hope is a junior
Mothers’ club at a tea held at the toga will be the setting for the journalism student here, and her
Marilyn
of
Miss
marriage
Dec.
19
Theta Mu Sigma fraternity house
fiance is a senior engineering adon South 10th street, Nov. 16. ac- Guild and Dewey McKown.
ministration major.
Both are
cording to Bill Pack, who was in
The couple revealed their en- from Santa Cruz.
charge of organizing the club.
gagement two weeks ago at a
family dinner party In Toyon
Etta
Mrs.
are:
Others
officers
music
college
State
Members of Mu Phi Epsilon, San Jose
Newnan, vice president; Mrs. C. Lodge. Silver streamers leadsorority, recently held a Founder’s Day_ tea in the Los_ Altos home Stanley Kulp, secretary; Mrs. Ce- ing from the table centerpiece
March has been chosen as the
cil W. Bond, treasurer; and Mrs. were attached to cards bearing month when Mrs. Aimee Heal),
of Mrs. H. R. Sherman.
pair.
the
the name of
senior general elementary major,
Barbara Standring, president of San Jose Alumnae chapter, Osie pack, chairman of the house
committee.
art
stusenior
is
a
will become the bride of Lee DuGuild
Miss
acted as mistress of ceremonies for the program which Was arranged
The only group of its kind at dent here and formerly attended gan, senior art special secondary
by Virginia Halsey.
Her home is in major from Oakland.
San Jose, the club Jo composed Mills college.
Numbers heard by the guests
The engagement was anof the mothers and sisters of Saratoga.
McKown, also from Saratoga, is nounced when Mrs. Heap passed
included a Brahma scherzo played
members of Theta Mu Sigma
by Betty Dilg Ketman; a BeethoThe group a graduate of State.
social fraternity.
the traditional box of chocolates
ven sonata by Wilma Lawrence,
was organized as a means of alto her Alpha Omicron Pi soviolin, and Carolyn Baldwin, piarority sisters, and Dugan preThe annual pot -luck dinner of lowing the mothers and sisters
no; and a DeFalla selection by the San Jose State college Pa- of the members to become acsented cigars to members of
Miss Lawrence.
trons’ association was held last qainted and will serve to assist
A two-year courtship was cli- Theta CM fraternity.
and advise the fraternity in so- maxed when Miss Pat Zieber and
Mrs. Heap, who is president of
A group of Chinese nursery Thursday in the Women’s gym.
cial affairs sad other matters Jimmie Hope announced their en- Alpha Omicron Pi, is from San
rhymes by Bainbridge Crist
Mrs. H. E. Duffy, chairman of
which would benefit by the fem- gagement recently.
The couple Jose
were sung by Mrs. Sherman.
the program committee, introinine touch.
plan to be married next September
Mrs. Lydia Boothby of the San
duced Dr. Thomas W. MacQuarAM State college faculty gave
Next meeting of the club, a and will live in Santa Cruz.
rie, president of the college, and
a Bak on her experiences of
Mrs. Grace M. Bodah, president joint meeting wiwt the bathers,
A bittlmlay MAP for Miss
---She2past year -in New York.
of the Patrons association, who planned for Dec. 12 at the fraA summer wedding is being
Rosalie Speciale accompanied expressed their approval of the ternity’s house.
planned by Miss Mildred Petty
Virginia Howe in a Brahrns son- large attendance at the dinner.
and Newell Johnson who anata for the cello, and Edith Egan
nounced their engagement last
Entertainment included songs
and Barbara Welch concluded the by the A Cappella choir under the
week. Miss Petty passed chocoprogram with an English horn and direction of Professor William J.
lates to friends at Grace Hall to
basoon duet du Momuisko.
President Lou Jones presided at reveal the news.
Erlendson, and a folk dance exDelta Gammas last week were the recent initiation of 16 neohibition directed by Dr. Carl D.
The future Mrs. Johnson is
honored by the three-day visit of phytes into Alpha Eta Sigma, ac- an art student here and will reDuncan.
The initia- ceive her special secondary creMembers of Spartan Spears, Mrs. Georgett McGregor, secre- counting fraternity.
sophomore girls’ honorary associa- tary of the 13th province of the tion preceded dinner served at dentials next June. She is a
tion, served coffee during the sorority. This was Mrs. McGreg- Lou’s Village.
member of Alpha Gamma art
or’s second visit to the local
evening.
Her home is In
The newly installed members, fraternity.
’Gamma Eta chapter since the according to Jones, are, Chester Stockton.
group was formally initiated in Anderson, Donald Bartlet, RichJohnson is a senior biological
February, 1947. During her stay ard Beveridge, William Brennan,
science student. He is president
at the DG house on Eighth street Eugene Cano, Dudley French, of Alpha Phi Omega, and holds
the secretary was feted at a din- James Mike, James La Mont,
membership in Tau Delta Phi,
By ROYCE ROOT
Thanksgiving is the day set by ner party held at the Country Bruce Lausten, Antonio Martin, pre-med society, and Tr -Beta.
Sallie Moore, Margaret Olson, His home is in San Jose.
Miss Caroline Carlander for her club.
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity William Oloman, Ronald Vlaste
Kappa Alpha Paul Davis trek- marriage to Phil Kearney. The
ked to Corvallis, Ore., via Southern informal wedding will take place members were guests of the DGs lica, Taro Yoshihara, and Gale
Pacific last weekend to attend a here in San Jose in the First last Wednesday at an informal Morelock.
reunion of the Oregon Caves sum- Methodist church on Fifth and "off the record" dance.
mer crew.
He also viewed the Santa Clara streets.
Oregon State -University of OreThe couple are both senior psyLOOK SMART
gon game Saturday while he was chology majors.
Miss Carlander
A
surprise
bridal
shower
at
the
in the north land
is originally from Visalia and is
Dress up your outfits with
Delta Gamma house Nov. 15 hona transfer student from Mann
a hat that’s New and Different
ored Miss Myrene Depew, the fuJunior college. Kearney is from
Chi Omega joined with members ture Mrs. Craig Murchison.
Marian Ingham’s memories of Walnut Creek and is affiliated
58 E. SAN FERNANDO ST. S.J.
The couple plan to be married
the COP haircutting days must with Psi Chi, national psychology of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
last week for a joint song fest Dec. 26 in Sacramento.
have returned when she bobbed organization.
held in the sorority house, accordthe locks of Janet Westerfeld the
ing to Shirley Hankins, publicity
other night. Marian should turn
A PENNY SAVED
A PENNY EARNED
chairman.
professional.
With haircuts at
"likes" furnished background
$1.25 she’d be rich In no time.
music for the singing. Outstanding attraction of the evening was
A smoker was held at Alum Gail Nelson’s big Bass Viol.
No, children, "Speed" Geduldig’s
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
mother wasn’t frightened by a fast Rock park to start pledging for
Close to College Close to town
Alpha
Eta
Rho,
international
freight. His real name is Dwight
aviation fraternity, last WednesMurray G.
SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
day night, according to H. Stepp,
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
275
E.
William
publicity chairman of the group.
=
Bost
25-29
S.
Third
Street
Mein
Plant
Ballard 60
Solscliso
of
Roasenably
Priced
=
Ten
prospective
members
were
Esther Weakley and Jeanne
Cochin,. Jowolry in Town
=
332 E. Santa Clara St.
231 Willow
Ellis of Gamma Phi Beta traveled introduced at the meeting, and E
= 10 E. SAN FERNANDO COL $61
24th and Santa Clara St.
1335 Lincoln
to Cal on a recent weekend to principles of the organization were .7"Tito pers000l infrost shop"
explained.
275 E. William
1199 Franklin -Santa Clara
attend Delta Sigma Phi’s Carna711111111111111111111111111111MUMUlinds;
tion Ball.

Marilyn Guild

Founders Of Mu Phi Epsilon
Honored At Tea In Los Altos

Mrs. Aimee Heap

Dinner Features
Singing, Dancing

Pat Zieber

Mildred Petty

Alpha Eta Sigma
Initiates Pledges

Province Officer
Visits DG Group

When
and

Where

Spartan Couple
Wed Tomorrow

VANLEE HATS

DGs Fete Sister

A Phi Os Join
Chi 0 Song Fest

Alpha Eta Rhos
Pledge At Smoker.

Golden West Dry Cleaners

= TROPICAL ART
& GIFT SHOP

=

AMenullm=111,

Hal Chapman of Kappa Sigma
Kappa plans a novel Thanksgiving
vacation.
The freshman pollee
major says, "Pm going to stuff
the turkey and then stuff myself
with the stuffed turkey."

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sege
Also New Portables

THE BALANCE
BETWEEN
LIFE AND DEATH

Easy Payrnent Plan

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

G. A. BLANCHARD

ROYAL

WINSTON

Es. 1900

24 So. 2nd St.; BaL 349

CALVARY
TEMPLE
(ASSEMBLIES OF GOD)

Second and San Fnoindo

For a better deal, state students, contact your campus
representative

Bert

Mason

and Market. Bal. 1442.
1946 Ford Sta. Wagon.. $1775

Conww Willow and Kotenberg
Richard S. W. Ruff, Minister

. . .

MOREHEAD
FLEMING
DRUG COMPANY

DO YOU NEED A GOOD USED CAR?

at the corner of Auzerais

Welcome to . . .

may be in the
correct compounding
of your prescription.
You can place your
confidence in us.

What Are Your Car Requirements
for 1948?

1941 Crosloy Slot. Wag.
Like new.

The Church that is . . .
FRIENDLY

1946 Ford Tudor
Soper Deluxe

SPIRITUAL
PROGRESSIVE
9:45 a.m.: Sunday School
Young
peoples class for college students
and young married people.
11:00 a.m.: Morning Worship.
6:30 p.m.: Christ’s Ambassadors.
Assemblies of God Youth Hour.
Where college students meet..
A young peoples fellowship that
is different!
Ask one who knows them.

1947 Ply. Tudor

EVANGELISTIC
Discussions, fireside chats, singspiration, choirs, music and
timely messages on spiritual
Never a dull moment. Cane and
bring a friend.
7:30 p.m.: EVANGELISTIC SERVICE.
The thrill of ’orig. The sparkle of
testimony.
Dynamic preaching.

YOU MAY BE MISSING SOMETHING I

$1045

1939 Ford Sedan.
One owner car.

Mt Pend las. Cps.-

PM

SAN JOSE FORD SALES CO.
Market and Auxerais

Bagard 1442
AMC

*************************************************
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Scribes Try Again
For Experts’ Rating

SPORTRAITS

For the second week. in succession the Spartan Daily grid pickers had a new leader. Wade Wilson replaced Cliff Daniels, who
held the lead for one week. Wilson
hit nine for 10, giving him a sea***-9-9-41-9-9-444144444-41-41-44-9444-10-11-44L-94441-11-944444441-4444-94-9-4 son total of 60 correct out of 80
idea.
With only five teams still in the untied, unbeaten ranks it is
The scribes have one more
more than likely that the season will end that way. California finished chance to show their skill as experts. This is the week when
her season with 10 straight wins and won the dubious honor of meet- many of
the traditional games
ing Northwestern, the. representative of the Big Nine conference, in take place. It takes a real chamthe Rose Bowl. Michigan closed her season with a win over a rough pion to come out on top this week.
Their choices can be found elseand tough Ohio State and safely tucked the league championship where on this page.

By WADE WILSON

SJS Varsity, Frosh Casers
To Open Season Monday
By CLIFF DANIELS
State
San Jose
college varsity and freshman cagers will open
their 1948-49 basketball season Monday night in the Spartan gym.
The McPherson -coached five will square off against the National
Guard team of San Francisco, and the frosh will play host to the
Sportsman’s Shop of Santa Cruz.

ty
13-

at
to

nt
di

a.

The varsity has been working
hard for the past several weeks,
during which time they have
played a number of practice
games. From these scrimmages,
Walt McPherson now has a line
on his candidates. Stu Inman,
center; Bob Crowe and Don McCaslin, forwards, and Bob Wuesthoff and Ralph Romero, guards,
have received the starting nominations.
As reserves, Bob Hagen and
Bob Enzensperger are the most
outstanding, but such hoopsters
as Jim West, Chuck Crampton
and Lowell Whitaker will undoubtedly break into the contest. In addition, Chuck Clapper, Dean Giles, Hank Wilson,
Jim Cruze, Aaron Seandel, Ed
Anderson, Ronnie Moore, Bob
Thomason, Don Downey, and

Cliff Tucker are ready for ac-

lion.

Former College Aces
The National Guard boasts such
former college and club stars as
Jim Smith, 6’7" center who played
for California last year; Warren
Amberry, Oakland Bittners; Eddie Conroy, Borlo A.C., and
George Clyne, California.
Coach Tom Cureton has made
no statement regarding his starting lineup, but probably three or
four complete teams will take
part. At this time, he has almost
40 freshman from which to weave
his
basketball
machine.
The
Sportsman’s Shop is an unknown
quantity, as are the local yearlings.
Remember when it used to
break your heart to bust a five?

under her arm.

Army finishes her season this these games.
Saturday in Philadelphia when she
The days of lucrative bowl
takes on the hapless Navy team. games are almost over for the
small schools. Since the five major
Irish Here Again
bowl games--Rose Bowl at PasaThe Notre Dame team jourdena, Sugar Bowl at New Orleans,
neys to the Pacific Coast for
Orange Bowl at Miami, Cotton
two games. This Saturday the
Bowl at Dallas, Sun Bowl at El
Irish tangle with the Huskies
Paso -and the East-West Shrine
of the University of Washinggame at San Francisco will be
ton, and the following week endragging in somewhere around
from
USC
in
gage the Trojans
325,000 football fanatics, many
the Coliseum at Los Angeles for
people are content to stay at home
her final game of the season.
and listen to these games instead
Clemson college, the small agri- of risking life and limb while
culture school in* Clemson, S. C., traveling on the "open" highways.
will meet Auburn (Alabama Poly)
Incidentally, even before all the
this Saturday at Vobile, Ala., and opponents have been picked, the
the following week closes the sea- sold out signs are in evidence at
son with The ,Citadel of Charles- most of these games.
ton, S. C.
CCSF Gypped
Bowls Not For Small Colleges
It’s too bad that the City ColCan’t help noticing the number lege of San Francisco chose to
of schools that are discontinuing play in the Gold Dust Bowl at
their practice of post -season Vallejo Dec. 11. By all rights they
games. Too long a season is usual- were the team to be invited to
ly the given answer, but I wonder the Little Rose Bowl to meet the
how many are passing up these best the eastern jaysees have to
chances of an intersectional tilt offer.
because of the small amount of
moola they would garner. from

Daniels fell into a second
place tie with Arnold Wechter.
Both now have an avetage of
.738.
Carl Underwood stayed in the
thick of the race. He hit eight
for 10, and now has a total of
58 correct for an average of
.725.
In the second division Pat Roan
and Sports Editor Bob Blackmon
are tied with an average of .700.
Both have made 56 correct picks
out of 80 chances.

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH
135 East San Antonio Street
"We have served students
for 16 years"

RARE OPPORTUNITY
STUDY ... TRAVEL
IN

MALAGA
GROUP

65 Days
JUNE 29, 1949

65 Days
JULY 2, 1949

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE

Last Chance For Scribes

UNIVEaFrbdF1:4ADRID
For Information Write

Photo Supplies . Finishing
61 E.

SPANISH STUDENT TOURS

Santa Clara Street

500 Fifth Ave., N.Y. IS, N. Y.

:1
US
vs.
St. Mary’s
Wilson (.750) .....
..... St. Mary’s
60-20
14-7
Wochtor
5.15
59.21
20-13
Daniels (.735)
SM
59-21
19-14
Underwood (.725)
US
55-n
21-20
Roan (.700) ......._...--5.15
14-7
56-24
D Leonard
5.I5
20-1$
Guest Expert
Forney (.657)
St. M.
.
20-14
46.24
US
4-3
Consensus (.763)
14-16
61-19

USF
SC
vs. St.
vs.
Mich. St lonaventoris
St. Son
Mich. St.
20-13
30-11
St. Son.
Mich. S.
35-13
13-6
USF
Mich. S.
14-13
211-13
MS
St. Son.
21-13
27-20
USF
Mich. S
14-6
40-21
St. Son.
Mich. S
12-7
21-12
St. Bon.
S.C.
27-20
20-19
St. Bon.
Mich. S
5-2
4-1
17-12
25-16

SDS
vs.
UCS.
SOS
-144
SDS
13-6
SDS
27-19
SOS
20-7
SOS
19-14
SDS
7-0
S
14-7
SDS
7-0
114

COP
vs.
Fresno
COP
39-13
COP
34-7
COP
32-13

COP

404
COP
2S-7
COP
56-14
COP
414
COP
7-0
39-10

49’ors
Texas
VS.
vs.
Cleveland Texas AIM
411’ers
Texas
21-21
25.26
Wert
Texas
35-21
27-13
41’ers
Texas
31-20
14-6
Item
Texas
24-21
25-14
Texas
Wen
34-211
21-11
Cleveland
Texas
21-14
21-7
49’ers
Texas
34-14
25-27
49’isrs
Texas
7-0
6-1
2$-25
2S-I4

Ducks Are Slighted UC And Spartans
On Rose Bowl Pick Match Pin Skill
11\

Miss.
vs.
Miu. St.
Miss.
13-6
Miss.
13-7
Miss.
20-13
Miss.
34-14
Miss.
26-14
Miss.
10-7
Mis.
21-13
Miss.
7-0
20-11

Gee.
vs.
Geo. Tech
Geo. Tech
30-13
Geo.
20-7
Geo.
27-10
Geo. Toth
20-14
Geo. Tech
25-14
Goo. Tech
14-13
Geo. Toth
14-13
Geo. Tech
5-2
15-14

Ark.
vs.

Wm.& M.
Wm. I 1.4

26-13
Ark
13-12
Ark.
19-16
Wm. 114
3-0
Wm. 114
144
Ark.
19-6
Ark.
21-14
Ark.
4-3
13-13

Hi-Ya,
Guys and Gals!

Thirteen members of the local
We Are Hr To
Give You Service
WAA bowling club journeyed to
U -SAVE 31/2 cents per gal.
the University of California on
ON ETHYL GAS
Nov. 12 to match their skill
against U. C. bowlers.
Miss Mary Hooton, faculty
adviser to the group, said that
final results have not been re4th and William St.
ceived from
She reports
Oregon
While University of
San Jose
Bal. 5881
that the local team was in good
leaders pondered an invitation to
shape for the event.
play against University of Oklahoma Dec. 18 in a special "con
solation" bowl game in Los Angeles, Aiken pointed out that he
and his squad members "would
not forget" what had happened to
73 North First Street .. Neer Post Office
them.
Open Thursday ’Til 9 p.m.
"I come from West Virginia,
and down there we never forget
a favor or a slight," said Aiken.
"I think our football team has
BUCKLE LOAFERS
been slighted.
Red & Brown calf
ABOUT HIGH PRICES
Many oth rstyles to choose
from.
Rag. 7.95
FOR SHOES
EUGENE, Ore.(UP)Smoldering resentment over being left
out of the Rose Bowl spread
through the University of Oregon
campus today after Coach Jim
Aiken of the Webfoots claimed
that Pacific Coast conference officials "slighted" his team.

SPAIN

BARCELONA
GROUP

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

DENNY-WATROUS ATTRACTIONS

Students! Buy Your Season Tickets Today!

$4.50 for any 5 Events
of SAN JOSE CONCERT SERIES!
SPIVAKOVSKY
"Finelt

NEXT MON NOV. 29

violin playing of generation
"A Frankenstein, S.F. Chronicle,
Jan. 1948

ODENNY.WATROUS BOX OFFICE

CIVIC AUD.

COL 7087

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

$AAVON

SERVICE STATION

co.

SHOE OUTLET

WE CARE

Thanksgiving
Dance
Your Admission Ticket includes
one hour of dance instruction
if you come at 8 p.m.
or 3 hours of Modern Dancing
from 9 to 12 with

. . so we do something about it!
You can save 50% or more on shoes
for the entire family at the

SHOE OUTLET

SANJOSEi POPULAR DANCE SPOT
55 N. THIRD

BAL. 8755

DUNDEERS
Black Suede
Ten Oxford.Reg. 6.50

3.50

MEN’S DRESS SHOES

cause we buy bankrupt stocks
mple suesjob lotsand cancelled
ut orders at the factories.

Tan & Brown Calf
All leatherR.9..9.95

FAMOUS NAME SHOES
We BUY ’Em For a Song ...
and Sell ’Ern For a Song!

"Triple Dekker"
British Bootmaker’s Hand
Antigued.Reg. 12.95.
Many styles to choose from.

KENNY TAIX

majedic BALLROOM

4.50

4.95

MEN’S DRESS SHOE

7.95

IT’S ’AST to laugh at someone else’s wild untamed hair. But
when it’s your own, it’s a horse of a different color. So why
go through life with three stripes against you? A little Wildroot
Cream-Oil hair tonic grooms your hair neatly and naturally
without that greasy, plastered down look. It’s son-alcoholic.
contains Lanolin. Relieves annoying dryness, removes loose
dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-Neil Testi Ask year
bomber for professional applications. And mm like a sabre
down to your nearest drug or toilet goods counter for a bottle
or tube, today! Your hair will look and
feel better than it ever veldt!
* of 327 Burroughs Drive, Sorrier, M Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N.Y.
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Business Art Classes Supply Posters
Those posters which have apPOW in the windows of downmerchants announcing the
IMOIDecoining are the products of
MISS classes in Business Art, it
has been learned from official)]
of the Alumni association.
The classes which participated
in the making of the posters were
under the direction of Miss

Marian Moreland of the Art department. They were: Business
Art 196, brush lettering, and Art
107, advanced business art.
A total of 22 posters were made
by the members of the two
classes,
alumni
officials said.
These have been placed in downtown windows.

LOOK!
$C DOWN Holds Your
"IP New PortableUse
Our Christmas Lay-a-Way Plan:
I. ma. selection now.
2. Pay just $5.00 down.
3. Balance: Easy terms.

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. SAN FERNANDO

COL 10197

March Graduates Thanks Extended Jo Merchants
Get Last Chance
For Pic Sign-Up
Today is absolutely the last
day that seniors expecting to
graduate in March or June will
have to sign up for La Torre picture appointments.
Due to deadlines that have to
be met by the 1949 annual, the
time that has already been devoted to senior sign up is the
absolute maximum that can be
given to that activity.
All seniors who have not already made an appointment are
urged to do so before 3:30 today
in Library arch.

Thanks were extended today to
local merchants who have "airiebil
to give active support to Friday’s
Homecoming events by Bob Schulenberg, Alumni association president.
Among those merchants singled
out for special credits for their
active support of the Homecoming
were Paul Hudson, jeweler, and
Navlet’s flower shop.
"Paul

HAMBURG, Ia. (UP) Sam
Flavin bought a 10-pound turkey
for Thanksgiving and tied it to
the limb of a tree near his trailer
home. ye put a bear trap beneath
the tree. Today he found a size
71/2 shoe in the trap. The turkey
was still there

Hudson

will

the plaques to be awarded Friday to the best decorated student organization house and to
the outstanding ahunans of the
year," Schulenberg said.

Navlet’s flower shop will provide the floral crown with which
Gaynelle Mille r, Homecoming
queen, will be presented, according to Schulenberg.
Read the Daily Classified Section

provide

The

HILLVIEW MOTEL
WELCOMES
Students. Faculty & Guests
"Comfort plus Courtesy’
STARRING
* Tile Baths
* Cozy Heat-* Luxurious Beds
AAA approved

Col. 92254

3030 So. 1st (2 miles So. on U.S. 101)

"IT’S GREAT ENTERTAINMENT"

Perry Como, Chesterfield’s radio, recording,
and motion picture star, teams up with lovely
Lee,
Jo Stafford and their new partner, pretty Peggy
to make the Chesterfield Supper Club
radio’s outstanding nighttime stio

HESTEIlli,ftt

MAKE

YQ1JR+S

THE

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS than any other Cigarette...BY
111111 lame Was *sow Ca

LATFST NATIONAL SURVEY

